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From the President

By Robert Barnett

I want to thank Dave Currey for an excellent presentation on the train-offs on
the SP in Houston, very informative and very entertaining. Thanks again for
another great program Dave!!
There is still time to sign up for the LSR Convention. With all the hard work
that has been put in to produce a really good convention it would be a real
shame if you were not there!!
Robert Ashcraft and Randall Wilson have put in countless hours planning and
recruiting the rest of the committee, and we have some outstanding activities for
all who attend.
Lots of clinics from Wednesday night to Saturday afternoon
Lots of layouts to visit
Layout on which you can operate
Prototype tours with good seats still available
A model contest to enter
Lots of fun and fellowship with fellow model railroaders
So what are you waiting for??
Last chance for a hometown convention for a while. SO don’t miss it!!

See you at the June Meeting,

Bob Barnett
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The Hobby Bench

By Pete Leach

Modeling with Real Glass
There are some things that are hard to duplicate in miniature, such as water, smoke, and even color.
Sometimes the best way to get the look of a material is to use the actual material! I find that glass is one of
those materials.
To model glass, I use Microscope Cover Glass (aka Cover Slips). This is not to be confused with the
Microscope Slide Glass. That material is too thick to use as scale glass. Cover Glass can be purchased online
at Amazon, eBay, and other sites. Typically, the glass that comes in 22mm X 22mm or larger sizes. I try to
get the largest size available.
The tools to cut the glass are very basic:
A clean mat (I use a 4” X 4” mat from Excel dedicated to the task.)
A glass scribe for cutting (available from Micro-Mark for about $9.) This is NOT a glass cutter with the
wheel on the end for cutting window glass. The scribe looks like a pen.
A thin metal straight edge, such as one of the scale rules we all have.
Clean “rubber” glove – so you don’t leave finger prints.
Optional: index card and set of calipers

1 - The Tools: Straightedge, Mat, Scribe, Calipers, Glove and Cover Glass

The first step is to carefully measure the size needed to fill the opening, such as a window. I use a set of
calipers to measure the height and width needed. I transfer these dimensions to a new index card using pencil
to make the full size rectangle. It’s handy to label the card with the window manufacturer and model number
for future reference.
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The Hobby Bench (cont.)

By Pete Leach

Then using the rubber glove pick up one cover glass and align with one corner of the rectangle on the card.
Carefully place the straight edge along one of the opposite sides. Pull the scribe lightly along the straight edge
to score the glass. Sometimes it takes a few passes. It will take some practice but eventually, you’ll get the
hang of it. Repeat the scribing on the other edge.

2 - Cutting the Glass with a Scribe

The glass can be attached to the window casting using a high tack adhesive such as Aleene’s Tacky Glue™ or
Woodland Scenics Hob-E-Tac® Adhesive. Using a small brush, apply a light coating of the adhesive to the
inside muntins and frame. Place the glass onto the frame using a tweezer.
I use a similar technique to scratch build windows when a commercial casting is not available. Although I
model in O Scale, these techniques could be adapted to smaller scales. I build a frame onto my structure or
rolling stock using small wood strips. Small styrene strips would work too. Included in the frame is a “jamb”
around the inside perimeter I make from 1/32” X 1/32” strip wood. This will hold the glass from the inside. I
then make a drawing on an index card but include the line for the muntin in the middle. After cutting the glass
to size and checking the fit in the frame opening, I glue a small strip of wood as the muntin. I also attached
small strips around the perimeter of the glass the help it seat properly in the frame.

3 - Scratch built windows with real glass

Windows with real glass look so much better that the clear plastic sheet. Reflections are true and very real
looking! If you haven’t used real glass before, I hope you’ll give it a try. What’s on your Hobby Bench?
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WEB World #2

By Kelly Russell

Google Earth - Historical Timeline photos
While this is not necessarily WEB related, it is VERY interesting and helpful for doing
research.
The other evening at the San Jac Meeting I referred to the ability to search historical satellite
views from Google maps. Well I was close... you have to download the Google Earth
application. This is a free software download from Google that gives you an application on
your computer. Once you download and start the application, you get a window that has a
search area on the left and several icons at the top. See example:

Enter a search location - like Union Station Houston - and press the search button. The 7th
icon from the left (at the top) shows a timeline icon...
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WEB World #2 (cont.)

By Kelly Russell

Press this and you will get a slider bar in the top left of the map. Slide it to 1945, or anywhere
in history to that point, and you will see old aerial photos. Use the zoom tool on the upper
right and even the street view guy for additional fun.

HINT .... Check OFF the box next to 3D Buildings (bottom left in Layers)... this will make
Minute Maid Park disappear from your map in 1945...
Enjoy...

Notes From the Observation Car

By Don Formanek

In most countries in the world, engineers for steam locomotives were promoted from firemen,
but in France they were trained as mechanics before being promoted. Their locomotives were
complicated with two throttles and two sets of reversing gears as well as intercepting valves.
The locomotives could be set to work in five different modes. They were a compound engine
with four cylinders. In addition to choosing the right setting, they needed to choose the correct
combination of cut-offs by adjusting the two independent reversing gears. The outside high
pressure cylinders drove the second set of drivers, and the inside low pressure cylinder drove
the first set of drivers. The drivers were connected by a connecting rod. When everything was
done correctly, they were more efficient than a standard locomotive.
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Submitted by Richard Louvet

Fun with Operations
By Peter Bryan (from the September 2007 Derail)
The First Time
From the very first experience with model trains when I was 35 years old, I was interested in
operations. I had read all the books I could get my hands on. I knew that my interest was with
operations because I had no talent for wiring, electronics, scenery, etc. (And I still don’t!) But, I can
lay track and design operating railroads and systems.
My first railroad was on a 5X9 ping-pong table. It was already green (did not have to do scenery!)
and had a hump in the middle that was a perfect place for my “hump yard”)
The first West Virginia Western Railroad had 3 towns, 14 industries and a 3 track classification
tracks.
I used this railroad to learn all I could about operations including basic things like magnetic uncoupling ramps, car forwarding systems (playing cards, switch lists, random drawings, etc.) I used
switch lists made up by hand and could have a one hour operating session having a blast all by
myself. (This was before I knew any other operators in Houston).
The next version of the WVW RR was in a 12 X 12 spare bedroom in my previous home. This
was an around the wall design with two peninsulas and a duck- under to enter the room. It was fine
for me (even with a couple of aisles of 18 inches!) and I had many hours of fun operating again by
myself. I did have 3 operating sessions with two operators and knew right then and there that when I
bought our new home I was going to have a big enough room to have most of my ‘given and
druthers’ for operations. But most important was the ability to have friends over to share the
operations part of the hobby with me.
At this layout, I also learned a lot about making sure I had excellent track work and switches. To this
day, I feel the MOST important thing you can do for an operating railroad is to have perfect track work.
AND I DO MEAN PERFECT. As many of you are aware, it is no fun to be somewhere operating and
continually have to re-rail cars and engines or worse still have the session stop while the owner
(trainmaster) finds the cars derailed in hidden staging.
I also began to meet some guys in Houston and invited myself to their operating sessions. Just ask
your local operating layout owners. Most are more than willing to take on new operators to build
their pool of crewmen. Guys like Gil Freitag, Don Bozman and the late Ken Caulking gave me the
incentive to have the best operating layout possible (with my meager talents.) Plus, I started to get
invited to other operating weekends around the country and learned from all the layouts I went to. I
always took a note pad to jot down notes. I noted the bad as well as the good at each of these
railroads. Sometimes I would come home with as many as 5-6 good ideas to incorporate into the
WVW RR.
Lessons Learned:
1. Have Fun and Make It Simple. The number one lesson!! Beside excellent track work, I
feel you MUST have an inviting and comfortable railroad setting. (Just like a comfortable
and inviting home). Below, in no particular order, are some of the lessons I have learned. I
hope you will look at these closely and take to heart some of what I have to say if you are
getting started or want to improve your layout for operations.
2. Well lighted room – I am lucky in that my railroad is upstairs in two bedrooms and part of
an attic (more on that later) that have natural light coming in the windows. In addition, I
put florescent lights all around the room to give good lighting to read car numbers. I know
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Submitted by Richard Louvet

this makes for lousy photography, but that is not of interest to me at this time. If you are in
a basement, as most of you are, make sure it is still well lighted.
3. Comfortable surroundings – Again I am lucky in that the rooms are fully carpeted and
air-conditioned. In addition, the restrooms and crew lounge are just outside the door to the
WVW. I also have a balcony overlooking our lake where the crew members can take a
break. Gil Freitag helped me (he did all the work- I was the gofer) do the main wiring for
the railroad room and he was able to have one switch that turns off all the power and
another that turns off all the lights. This has been very helpful as I get older and more
forgetful. (Don’t laugh; it will happen to you someday!)
4. Easy to understand operating system – I looked at many ways to run the WVW from
car cards to many computer-generated programs. After careful study, I chose RailOp.
(www.railop.com). It is easy for my crews to use and very easy for me to set up an
operating session. In fact, it takes me less than 15 minutes to set up and print out all
that is needed for a 3-hour OP session. The beauty of RailOP, in my mind, is that if you
only run part of a session (I keep my sessions to 3 hours – I don’t want wives mad at
me nor Susan for that matter) then you simply reset the trains you did not run. That
makes for an easy way to run sessions for beginners where we may not get through the
whole session. And RailOP is very easy to set up. If I can do it and make it work to
perfection, anyone can.
5. Easy to use control system – Of course this is DCC. I use the Wireless Easy DCC from
CVP Products. It is very reliable and my crew members like the idea of walking around
with out having a throttle tethered to the layout
6. Clearly marked control panels and diagrams – On my WVW RR each town (including
one industry towns) have a very nicely done panel (thanks to Don Bozman) that show not
only the town and main and passing track but East /West directions and the next town
or two east and west. This is very important to new operators and helps them keep in
mind where east/west is on the railroad. In addition, the panels have the OS turnouts
with a toggle switch to throw to OS sections and an LED to indicate which track you
are aligned for. I might mention, I ONLY have the Tortoise slow motion switch machines
wired for the main and passing siding. The rest of the railroad (except for the staging
tracks) use hand throws. This not only makes for easy wiring but much less confusion on
which toggle to throw for each track. The guys simply reach for the switch and throw it!
7. Town diagrams with all the industries shown – Since many of my towns are as long as
10 feet and have as many as 15 industries with up to 30 spots I needed a way for the crew
to quickly and easily find each industry and spot. On our way to Prairie Rail in Kansas
City this year we stopped at Bella Vista, Arkansas to operate on two railroads. I went to
Art Cunningham’s and he used laminated sheets with each town and industry clearly laid
out. Most interesting, he hung the town diagrams on hooks so that the crew member could
easily lift the sheet at a 45-degree angle for easy viewing. This is what I have done on the
WVW and the guys really like it. My thanks to Tom Bailey for doing the diagrams.
8. Clipboards - Some crew members like to carry a clip board and pen with the manifest on
them. This allows them to check off each set-out/pick-up as they go. I also have a
schematic of the railroad attached to the front for quick and easy reference. If they don’t
want to use the clipboard, that is fine; they can just carry the manifest with them.
9. Use no fast clock (at least to begin) – On the WVW RR, we use a sequential list of trains.
This allows the opera- tors to have a nice, fun, easy session without the pressure of the
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trainmaster looking over their shoulder. If you want to run scheduled passenger trains
(which I do and love as part of the operating session), just run them in sequence. This also
takes the pressure off the yard crews as they do work in real time. I have seen railroads
with fast clocks that have no passenger trains, but you can’t leave with your freight until,
say 2PM, so you sit around for 15 minutes with nothing to do simply because it is not 2
o’clock yet!!
10. No long introductions to your railroad - I have been to some railroads where the
owner will spend any- where from 20 minutes to an hour explaining the railroad. First,
since I have never seen your railroad, I will not remember all the jobs and nuances that
you have mentioned. If I am an experienced crew member, I will be very bored! I
simply explain the throttle, the jobs and let them go to it. That is the way they learn. Of
course, make sure you are available to answer any questions.
11. Avoid letting one guy hog the best job – The way I combat this is to use Clue (the game)
pieces and draw for jobs. I have seen other owners draw numbers for seniority that also
works very well.
12. Put crews to work immediately – You have people that sometimes have traveled many
miles, spent a lot of dollars and have come to OPERATE on your railroad. By golly, put
them to work!! If they want to take a break that is fine, but at least give them the chance to
operate to their hearts content. On my WVW RR, I have three permanent jobs that take
care of 3 people right away. For the other 5 crew members, I have 5 trains ready to go.
Three of these trains are in staging. These staged trains work across the entire railroad
so that for any new guys (or gals) they can get a firsthand look at all the towns on the
railroad and the staging at each end. The other two are locals that start at each end of the
railroad and work across the whole railroad also. This also allows the yard crews to get
oriented and started the building of their first one or two trains before someone shows up
looking for the next train out of the yard.
13. Use many different road names (reporting marks) on your cars - I know for you
prototypical operators, this will not work, but for my generic WVW RR, (although it is
based loosely on the Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad around Huntington, W.Va.) it allows us
that don’t see as well as we used to, to simply look for the reporting marks and not have to
read each car number. Bill Wright, (an OP SIG Director here in Houston) uses RailOP
also, but even with a field for 330 reporting marks in RAILOP, he ran out of room!! The
developer of RAILOP (Phil Chamberlain) came back with a field of 33,000 reporting
marks for Bill
14. Questionnaire- For my first 20-25 op sessions, I asked each new operator to complete a
questionnaire on how the railroad ran and what changes they would make, did they have
fun, etc. This was very helpful to me in making the railroad operate even better. I still use
the questionnaire for out of town operators as they may give me a new perspective and
fresh ideas.
15. Wide aisles – I know you hear this all the time, but it cannot be emphasized enough. After I got
the general bench work idea from Richard Day in Richardson, TX then I started building the
WVW RR with Don Bozman (who was here every week for 8-10 hours doing all the bench
work and most of the electrical and electronics) When we were getting ready to expand the
peninsula another 3 feet from its temporary location, my wife Susan came upstairs and said “no
way!!”I asked why and she said she had been in too many railroads where she felt like she was
in a “dark closed-in closet” and did not like it one bit. So, we stayed where we were with the
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peninsula and now we have a good 6 feet open space right where the most traffic is. This has
worked great and I thank Susan every operating session. In addition, this space allows a place
for people to congregate during our open houses. the WVW had its first OP session 11 months
after we started construction.
16. Guest Book – Of course we all have guest books, it is fun to look back and see where your
guest is from and who the “famous” people are that have been to your railroad. But I use
mine during open houses for another very important reason. At the top of my guest book, I
put “If you are interested in operating on the WVW RR OR want to learn to operate in
general, please leave your phone number and I will contact you for an OP session” This
has worked very well as I try to have at least one new operator at each session. Some of
these guys have never had a throttle in their hand! So far there have been at least 20 guys
that have never operated on a railroad come to my RR. I am very proud of this. In fact, one
time after one session on my railroad, a guy tore his old railroad down and is now building
it for operations. An interesting side story about the guest book on Gil Freitag’s Stony
Creek & Western: Gil’s first Open House was in 1963 and a person by the name of Roy
Pickard signed his book. Well 32 years later I took Gil to Roy’s fabulous Live Steam
Railroad in Comanche, TX named The Comanche & Indian Gap Railroad (see July 1997
Model Railroader and July 1997 [summer] issue of The Dispatchers Office) and both
realized at the same time that the last time they had seen each other was in 1963 at Gil’s
railroad. Talk about a nice memory.
17. Staging tracks – I know you’ve heard all the talk about having enough staging. Well
believe me, it is true. You can never have enough. But maybe an even more important
feature is a way to turn trains after an OP session. You do not want to spend 8 hours to
restage your railroad. There are a few railroads out there that do take that long and at some
point you decide “oh heck, I won’t have a session tonight because I do not want to spend
all day in the railroad room.” Fortunately, with the help of Don Bozman, I have reverse
loops at all my staging yards that allow me to restage all 11 of my staged trains in about an
hour. Believe me that is huge. Of course, if you have the room to have loop or serial
staging that is even better. Your staging tracks should have detection or TV screens if it is
hidden. This will save you many headaches in the future.
18. Information - A one-pager for the railroad – I have made a simple one-page outline for the
WVW RR. It basically gives all the pertinent information that an operator might need. I
also have a more extensive 4 pager that gives a lot more detail for the railroad for anyone
that is interested. I sometimes will send this information out to the operators that are
coming in from out of town and this is their first visit to the railroad.

Flying Scotsman Picture

Submitted by Don McCusa

A picture off BBC-Net this week:
Flying Scotsman running recently in Scotland,
just outside Stirling, between Edinburgh and
Glasgow. Brings back memories!
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Texas & New Orleans Hearne Sub

By Al Partlow with Brain Jansky

Behind the Bench Work
Seven Questions with Al Partlow
How long have you been into Model Railroading?
65 Years

How did you get into the hobby?
Received a Lionel Set for Christmas and later got into HO scale when I realized how much more detail
there was in HO models.

Did you have any previous layouts before this one?
Started with a 4’ x 8’ HO layout with Athearn and Varney equipment. Later built a 12’ x 12’ Southern
Pacific HO Scale Switching Layout which was later dismantled due to a move to my current location.

What interests you in your prototype?
My Dad worked for T&NO/SP for 51 Years. We actually rode the trains I now model and spent a lot of
time around T&NO and SP facilities. I also worked for the SP and C&NW along with Railserve
Contract Switching. Railroading is definitely “in the blood”.

Anybody or any layouts inspire you?
David Barrow’s Cat Mountain & Santa Fe, Tony Koester’s Nickel Plate Road, and Mike Spoor’s CB&Q
Chicago & Aurora Divisions were all a strong influence in my layout.

What is your favorite part of the hobby?
Operations are my favorite part of the hobby, since I have actually worked in the railroad industry.

Is there anything else you would like to share?
Take advantage of all the great layouts and modelers in the Houston area as you can always learn
something new and helpful about the hobby. You will also meet some really good people who all share
the same interest in model railroading.
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The Best Railroad Photograph I Never Took
Back in the early eighties, I was working as a
brakeman on the Kingsville Division of the Missouri
Pacific (later Union Pacific) Railroad, sometimes
known as “The Brownie” due to its southernmost
terminus of Brownsville. My seniority having been
eroded by the recession, I was working the Houston
Guarantee Extra Board on what was termed “The
North End”, which covered all jobs on the Kingsville
Division's Brownsville Subdivision between Houston
and Vanderbilt, Texas, including all road jobs, the
round-the-clock switchers at both ends of Angleton
Yard, and the traveling switch engines based at
Angleton, Sweeney (spelled “Sweeny” by the actual
town), and Bay City. This was roughly the northern
third of the Brownsville Sub. A year or so earlier,
when things were relatively booming, I had held
down a pool crew job out of Houston, working
through freights to/from Vanderbilt and through turns
to Angleton and back. When the business was good,
the main problem on the division was capacity, and it
was not uncommon for half of the sidings to be full
of parked trains or cars.
I remember one evening at Buckeye on a northbound
pool crew job from Vanderbilt, during the booming
days, I went up to the phone to talk to the dispatcher
about a red signal at the north end of the pass. The
dispatcher told me he was going to hold us there for a
train that was “not off the Santa Fe
yet.” (Southbound MP trains from Houston exited
trackage rights over the ATSF at Algoa, with the
adjacent MP station there named appropriately
“Brownie”.) At Buckeye, we were 68 miles from
Algoa, and who knows what the situation was for that
other train on the 24 miles of the ATSF. For all we
knew, it could have been stuck in the hole at
Mykawa, a few miles south of T&NO Junction. That
train would need to have a walking inspection done at
Brownie or Liverpool, be switched in Angleton, and
the crew taken to a restaurant for their meal.
Evidently, Buckeye, halfway from Vanderbilt to
Angleton, was as close as he could get us to
Angleton, with the passes at Bay City, Allenhurst,
and Sweeny full of cars or trains, and Angleton must
have been clogged as well with just room enough to
handle the other train.
As I returned to the
locomotive cab, I did the math in my head, always
rounding up, and then rounding up again for good
measure, and told the engineer we were going to be
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there for about four hours, which turned out to be the
case.
Let's backtrack for a moment. A few months prior to
the UP-MP merger, a UP inspection train toured the
division. The MP “hats” had aluminum paint
splashed on everything that wasn't growing, and
maybe some of that as well. (“Hats” was the term we
sometimes used for “management”, since it was
common but humorous knowledge that local division
officials who went to St. Louis for meetings at
company headquarters were given business hats to
wear in the meetings. Down in Texas, railroaders
didn't have need of such foolishness.) Everything on
the division was spiffed up, and the North End “sure
looked purdy, Paw.” Despite all this prep and
subterfuge, the UP probably had a good inkling what
the problems on the division were, and confirmed
them after the merger. Things improved greatly
when the UP took over the MP, unlike what
happened in the UP-SP merger later. The UP
restored an old siding at Brazoria as our first
“controlled siding”, and lengthened most of the
others. Gradually, it became easier for trains to move
around on the division. The elbow room sure felt
nice to stretch out in. The ubiquitous GP-18s were
being put out to pasture, and serious power began
showing up more often. A rule even came down
from the hats not to switch Angleton Yard with SD40s, as there evidently now were SD-40s to spare.
Now, back to my original story. On this glorious day
about 1982, I was called off the extra board to work a
work train out of either Angleton or Brazoria. I
probably deadheaded by auto down to Angleton the
previous day to get my rest beforehand, and my crew
met at the depot in Angleton the next morning. (I
can't remember for sure, but I think our work train
was stuffed in the old sulfur mine spur at Brazoria,
probably not behind the farmer's barbed wire, so they
would have taken us by limo to the north crossing
there.) In any event, we ended up with a hopper or
three of ballast in tow, and headed down the mainline
to a point on tangent track south of Brazoria (by
timetable, west as the crow flies), but before the “S”
curve containing the San Bernard River bridge. Even
with just a three-man crew, there wasn't much to do
once we got to the place where we were to dump the
ballast. The conductor was on the ground with the
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M-O-W foreman, and I was in the cab with the
engineer. Every minute or two, the foreman would
instruct the engineer to take it ahead a bit, and then
stop. I'm sure the conductor was on the ground
mainly because it was his train, and if he wasn't on
the ground and something went wrong, he would
have had some explaining to do on the carpet.
The M-O-W crew had a railroad tie on top of the rails
ahead of the hopper car's rear truck. As they started
the train ahead they would open the hopper doors
enough for some ballast to come out. The tie leveled
the ballast to no higher than the top of the rails. If
they coordinated everything just right, they could
move for a number of yards before having to stop,
but sometimes too much ballast would come out
relative to the train's speed, and they'd have to stop
and rake it out by hand tools; or too little would come
out, and they might have to back up and spill some
more. Even a short ballast train can't change speed
on a dime.
I eventually got bored, exited the cab, and wandered
up the track a couple hundred feet or so, looking for
interesting colored ballast. One previous time doing
this, I had found a piece that looked like dark green
marble, so I was probably keeping my eye out for
another one of those. It was a hot muggy day in
summer, about 11:00 am in the morning, and the
ballast had had enough time to get really hot under
the sun. It was the frying-eggs-on-the-sidewalk type
of hot.
The Missouri Pacific was having an employee
photography contest, and I had contemplated taking
my 35mm SLR out and taking a photograph to enter
in the contest. I had purchased a Konica TC (a
shutter-preferred automatic) several years before,
which I had thought would be the best for taking
pictures of moving objects such as trains. I fancied
that I would become a great railroad photographer
one day, but by the eighties, I had pretty much
abandoned that goal, as I didn't really have the knack
or interest for taking good photographs, nor the time
and money to spend purchasing and developing film,
as well as traveling and taking them. In any event, I
did not have my Konica with me that day. In fact, I
only worked up the courage to take my camera out on
the property one time during my entire five years on
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the railroad, as I was deathly afraid of damaging it,
and you really can't carry a camera around when you
are doing physically demanding railroad work. The
dent in my Conger lantern was testimony to that.
Also, we frequently had to leave our grips
unattended, and I was worried about some vagrant
rifling through mine and stealing my camera for a
bottle of cheap wine.
So as I poked along on the right-of-way,
unexpectedly, a very light rain began to fall—hardly
a rain really, maybe a sprinkle, but slightly more than
just a few drops. I glanced up at the sky, and it was
literally and absolutely blue with no trace of clouds.
The rain was coming out of nowhere. I then looked
back down the track at the locomotive about a
hundred feet away and saw a misty steam begin to
rise up around it. It was surreal. There was no wind
at all, and the eerie airy mist hung like a shroud
around the locomotive above the right-of-way, as if
the train was an apparition emerging out of a
supernatural fog or something—but a fog that was
illuminated by the sunshine, and a little bit by the
locomotive's headlight, which pierced through the fog
in a fuzzy ghostly manner. The MOW crew members
were just vague blurry shapes next to the sides of the
hopper cars further on back, still intent on their work,
oblivious to the scene unfolding. It's hard to
describe, so just picture some kind of religious
experience. It was one of the most beautiful things I
have ever witnessed in my life.
At that moment, my heart sank. Despite the eerily
beautiful scene, I realized I had missed my
opportunity for a photograph to enter in the contest. I
am sure I would have won it, too, for a more
beautiful rail related scene I have hardly ever seen
published anywhere. If the camera had been in my
grip up in the cab, I wouldn't have had time to get
back to the engine to retrieve it, for the scene was
fading within about fifteen seconds, and was gone
completely within thirty seconds. However, if I had
brought my camera along, there is a good chance I
would have had it down the track with me, and I
would have had enough seconds to get off several
shots, even if I would have had to take it out of the
case, and shielding the lens with one hand so no
raindrop would ruin my award-winner. And today I
would have a nice appropriate photo to accompany
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this differently-titled article instead of the one that
you will see below, and probably a plaque or
certificate or something on the wall to show I had
won the photo contest. Surely there's an alternate
universe where that actually happened. If I could just
slide through one of those eleven dimensions that
scientists today say exist, I could probably catch a
glimpse of that photo. So take heart, my faithful
readers, all three or four of you: there's probably a
Derail out there just a multiverse or two away with
that wonderful photo in it.
It also just dawned on me while writing this article,
that I was the only one there to see this scene. The
conductor and all of the MOW personnel were busy
with the hopper car and ballast, and the engineer was
in the cab paying attention to the radio. I was the
only one positioned down the track to see that
transcendent once-in-a-lifetime scene—perhaps the
only human ever to see such a scene. What are the
odds that such a scene could ever be seen again? The
criteria are: (1) A train stopped on straight track. (2)
Person down the track 200 feet looking back at the
train. (3) An incredibly hot day in August. (4) Very
light rain falling out of a cloudless sky.
The photo below deserves its own comment. I took it
from the cab of a southbound train in about 1982 with
low-nose GP-18 #1941 leading low-nose torpedo
tube GP7 #1761 and another unknown GP-18 over
the swing bridge at the muddy San Bernard River, a
mile or two south of the ballasting location described
above. Passage was controlled by an interlocking,
whose signal we had already passed. If you look
closely, you can make out the bridge man standing
next to his shack, ready to look us over as we fly by.
This was the scariest place on the railroad in my
mind. I could just imagine the swing span being
open and a train going into the drink. So I was
always at my alert best when on a train approaching
this bridge. The Union Pacific is going to replace
this bridge, and was collecting photos to document its
history, so I've donated this photo to a Florida
architect who was collecting photos of the bridge.

By David N. Currey

moved onto the bridge, I could identify lights on a
tugboat and barge down in the river. The tug had
already shoved one barge underneath and well past
the bridge, and the tugboat itself was about fifty feet
short of the bridge treading water upstream to the
right. I shudder to think about what would have
happened had the tug had engine failure, and the
current then slowly pushed the tug into the swing
span.
On another trip, also at night, my southbound train
had an approach signal to the bridge, and we slowed
for the signal at the bridge. The signal was red,
though the bridge seemed to be aligned properly. We
stopped and could see the bridge man out on the
structure locking everything down. When he was
done, we still could not get a clear signal. We sat
there, with the bridge man giving us occasional come
-ahead signals, but he didn't know we had no
clearance yet. The dispatcher eventually gave us
permission to cross the bridge. I had to walk down
the narrow bridge (with no walkway on the side, and
as you can see, no walk boards between the rails at all
on the north end of the bridge) and inspect the lockdowns before we crossed. When I got to the other
side, I waved to the bridge man and signaled my
engineer ahead.
But this bridge picture here will never get me a photo
contest award like that mist-shrouded work train
photo would have. That one was the best railroad
photograph I never took.
Let's tie this one up in a misty-eyed sort of way. I'm
still crying a wee bit over that lost photo opportunity.

I recall a trip south over this bridge at night, and as
my train approached the bridge on a green signal, I
could see something that seemed just not right. I
could make out lights down in the river on both sides
of the bridge. What was going on? As our train
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Hogger's Luck Adds to Operational Realism

By Mark Couvillion

When a train leaves the yard, the engineer doesn't know what he will experience on his run. Most trips are
uneventful, but occasionally something out of the ordinary happens to adversely affect his schedule. To add
some unknown to our operating sessions, “Hogger's Luck" was developed as a simple method to add chance to
the operation of the railroad.
Hogger's Luck is essentially a "fortune" drawn from a hat as the hogger leaves the yard with his train. He
can't look at the fortune until he is out on the main line, but he must look at it before he arrives at his final
destination. He must also immediately adhere to the fortune. Since we often operate using a fast clock, any
problem encountered has a pre-defined penalty period. While most of the fortunes are benign, about 15 - 20
% will cause a delay. Most of the delays are brief, but a few are more substantial. When the dispatcher has to
reschedule trains or start loading sidings to handle the backed-up traffic, that's when operations get interesting!
Hogger's Luck was built using a word processing program. The fortunes are written in a large font, centered,
and with triple spacing between fortunes. On a separate page, “HOGGER'S LUCK" is typed in large bold text
to coincide with the spacing of the fortunes. First, print several pages of the "HOGGER'S LUCK" side, then
turn the sheet over and feed it back into the printer to print the fortunes on the reverse side. The sheets are
then cut into strips and folded so that only "HOGGER'S LUCK" is visible. The strips are then put in a "hat".
Each engineer selects one as he is assigned his train.
Examples of fortunes follow. You can make any fortune appropriate to your operation, and any suitable
delay. Avoid having more than about 25% of adverse fortunes, since it wouldn't be realistic and could become
problematic during operations. Enjoy the addition of chance to your normal operating sessions!
Fortune / Message

Time Delay

Stop for beans after the next set-out.

N/A

Stay on the high iron.

N/A

Have a great day!

N/A

You're right on schedule.

N/A

You’ve got a hotbox! Reduce speed and set out the
third from last car at the next siding.

5 minutes

You "Died on the Law"! Wait in the next siding for
a replacement crew.

15 minutes

Leak in the train line! Stop and replace a gladhand.

20 minutes

You're on the ground! Stop to rerail the 4th car.

30 minutes

You left your rear brakeman at the last siding! Wait
in the next siding for the following train to bring
him to you.
You broke a knuckle! Emergency stop and repair.
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Building a DCC Layout

By Jim Lemmond

** Note from Jim: I wrote this handout for a convention in 2010. It has sections addressing different aspects of building a new
layout from planning to finish of wiring. The 1st half of the handout was published in the May Derail.**

Building a DCC Layout
Considerations Before and During Construction
Presented to the 2010 SN3 Symposium
Houston, Texas
Jim Lemmond
2/24/2010

Basic DCC Setup and Wiring
Equipment Requirements:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Command Station
Booster(s)
Throttles
Power Supply(ies) for DCC Command Station, Booster(s), Throttles and other accessories
Wire for power buss and track drops
Network cable for Throttle and Command Station to Booster connection (Loconet, etc)
Power management accessories for larger layouts and Reverse Loops

DCC Manufacturers (USA):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

NCE - http://www.ncedcc.com/
Digitrax - http://www.digitrax.com/
EasyDCC - http://www.cvpusa.com/
Lenz - http://www.lenz.com/
MRC - http://www.modelrectifier.com/train-controls/dcc.asp
Bachmann - http://www.bachmanntrains.com/home-usa/ezcommand.php

All of the above manufacturers build basic starter kits suitable for a small layout. They also build other
equipment for large, complex layouts . Please visit their web sites for a listing of all of their products.
Most of the DCC manufacturers utilize some form of a computer style network (LAN). Because of
this you will need network cables made. The cables usually require 6 conductor flat cable and RJ12 modular
connectors. These cables may be purchased or built by the user with the correct crimping tool.
Several manufacturers offer radio throttles along with wire tether throttles. Which to use? It depends
on the size of the layout and your preferences and operating style. If you are building a new layout, radio is
worth considering especially in a dedicated train house or room. Each company will have special features that
are unique to that particular manufacturer.
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Building a DCC Layout (cont.)

By Jim Lemmond

Dividing your new layout into several Power Districts is recommended. This prevents a complete
system shut down in case of a derailment or short in some area of the layout. It helps with trouble shooting by
isolating the offending area, rather than trouble shooting the entire layout. Having Power Districts will help
increase the capacity of the layout, especially if you run a large number of sound equipped locomotives
(example: A one Power District layout will have a 5 amp current capacity, a layout with several Power
Districts will have each district having a 5 amp capacity. Sound locomotives consume more amps than other
DCC locomotives.) The more amps available, the better.
Which is the “Best” DCC system? They are all the “Best”. The “Best” system is the one that suits
your needs and operating style. Cost of the system may be a factor or not. Each manufacturer has a system
for your pocketbook. They do vary in ease to setup and operate. Look at and read the manuals of several
systems (usually downloadable from the manufacturer’s web site). Find something that you can understand
and use. Some systems will suit a person that likes to tinker with electronics and computers better than others
that wish to operate very simply. Usually the simpler a system is, the less flexibility for add-ons and
expansion it may have. It's your choice.

DCC Accessories Available for a DCC Layout
Electronic Devices:
1. Auto Reverse Loop Modules
Digitrax - AR1
MRC - AD520
Tony’s Train Exchange - PSX-AR (basic unit)
Lenz – LK200 Reverse Loop Module
2. Block Detectors
Digitrax – BD-4 (4 blocks) and BDL-168 (16 blocks)
NCE – BD20 (1 block)
Dallee - TRAK-DT (several models available)
Lenz – LB 101, BM-1, BM-2 and BM-3
Team Digital – DBD22 - DCC Block Detector
Tony’s Train Exchange - Block Watcher
3. Signaling Modules
Digitrax – SE8C (requires computer and software)
Team Digital – SIC24AD (stand alone unit, computer not required)
NCE – SIG12 and SIG4 (stand alone units for signaling – COMING SOON)
Logic Rail Technologies - LR-1000 BlockMaster (combines detection and signal logic)
4. Turnout Control Decoders
Digitrax – DS44 (controls 4 slow motion motors) and DS64 (controls 4 snap or slo-mo motors)
Team Digital – SMD82 (controls 8 snap or slow motion motors)
NCE – Snap It (controls 1 snap motor); Switch-8 (controls 8 slow motion motors) and Switch It
(controls 2 slow motion motors)
Tony’s Train Exchange – Wabbit (controls 2 slow motion motors) and the Hare (controls 1 Tortoise
motor)
Lenz - LS150 Turnout Decoder (controls 6 snap or slow motion motors)
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Building a DCC Layout (cont.)

By Jim Lemmond

Suggested Tools Needed for a DCC Layout
Tools Hand:
1. Hammer
2. Assorted sizes of screw drivers (slotted and Philips)
3. Surform scrappers
4. Putty knives (narrow and wide blade)
5. Box knives (Stanley or Craftsman replaceable blade types)
6. Large scissors
7. Caulking gun
8. An assortment of household tools
9. Builder's Squares (large and small)
10. Straight Edges (1 to 6 feet long)
11. Levels (large and small)
12. Laser Level (very handy, but not required)
13. Electrical Extension Cords - 25 to 50 feet (Heavy duty with multiple outlets)
14. Small hand saw (keyhole or sheetrock saw)
15. As many small to large clamps as possible (you can never have enough)
Power Tools: recommended
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Saber saw
Table saw (wide table type is easier to use)
Band Saw
Heavy duty battery powered Drill (18 to 24 volts)
Wet/Dry vacuum cleaner (3 to 5 hp.)
Rotozip tool
Laser Level (Tripod mounted if possible)
Hot Knife (for cutting foam)

Tools: Electronics
1. Soldering Iron (15 to 25 watts – for small gauge wire)
2. Soldering Iron (100 to 400 watts – for large gauge wire)
3. Wire stripper (small)
4. Wire stripper (large)
5. Large Pliers
6. Various small pliers (needle nose, etc.)
7. Small screw drivers
8. Heat Gun (Heavy duty hairdryer might work)
9. Crimper (for building Loconet – expensive is better)
10. Crimper (for crimping small gauge wire for power drops – cheap is okay)
11. Large Wire Cutters
12. Small Wire Cutters (rail nippers are okay)
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Building a DCC Layout (cont.)

By Jim Lemmond

Construction Supplies: (This varies with construction methods used)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Blue or Pink foam – 4 X 8 sheets (1 to 2 inches in thickness)
White Styrofoam – 4 X 8 sheets (2 inch thickness – really only 1¾ inches)
Various sizes and types of lumber and plywood as needed
Sheetrock screws (1 inch to 3 inches – by the box)
Glue (Yellow carpenter's glue and white glue)
Foam board Adhesive (if using foam or Styrofoam in your construction)
Contact Cement (Acrylic is safer and does not harm foam)

Electrical Supplies:
1. Buss Wire (14 to 12 gauge stranded)
2. Drop Wire (24 to 20 gauge stranded – recommended)
3. Terminal blocks (I like the Euro Telco Blocks)
4. Scotchlok #953X (terminals – 12 gauge - yellow)
5. Scotchlok #952X (terminals – 18 – 14 gauge - blue)
6. 3M Highland Terminals FDI18-250L (22 – 18 gauge – Red)
7. 3M Highland Terminals FDI14-250L (16 – 14 gauge – Green)
8. 3M Highland Terminals FDI10-250Q (12 – 10 gauge – Yellow)
9. Commercial Electric Plastic Mounting Bases #295-956 (White or Black)
10. Various sizes of Tie Wraps (your choice of colors)
Track Laying Supplies:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Track (either flex track or sectional track)
Metal rail joiners (by the thousands)
Insulated rail joiners (if not cutting your own gaps)
Road bed (cork or homasote – foam road bed not recommended)
Glue for gluing the road bed and/or track (Liquid nails, water based contact cement or Woodland Scenics’
Cement)
Weights or tacks to secure the road bed and track while waiting for the glue to set
Spikes or track nails (Use the appropriate size for you gauge of track)
Something to layout curve radii if not using full size templates
Straight edges of various lengths (1 to 6 feet long)

Sources of Scenery Materials
1. Foam Board (Houston Sources)
a. Ryder Insulation – has blue foam in 1”, 2”, 4” and 8” thicknesses. The 1” and 2” comes in 4’ X 8’
panels. The other sizes come in 2’ X 8’ panels. Address is: Ryder Insulation, 5810 North HoustonRosslyn Road, Houston. Telephone: 713-686-4336
b. Lowes and Home Depot – have blue and pink foam board in ½” and ¾” thick 4’ X 8’ sheets. Note:
This type of foam has a vapor shield that must be peeled off before using.
c. Olshan Lumber Company – has Styrofoam sheets 2” thick and in 4’ X 8’ sheets. Address is: Olshan
Lumber Company, 2600 Canal, Houston. Telephone: 713-225-5551. Web page is:
http://www.olshanlumber.com/
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Building a DCC Layout (cont.)

By Jim Lemmond

2. Molding Plaster (Houston Sources)
a. Circle Supply – has 100 lbs. sacks of Molding Plaster. Address is: Circle Supply Company, 6401
Longpoint, Bldg. #506, Houston. Telephone: 713-688-9803.
3. Plaster Cloth
a. Woodland Scenics – See your favorite hobby shop or mail order
b. Medco-Athletics – has plaster cloth in case lot orders (12 rolls). Telephone: (800) 556-3326. On the
web at: http://www.medco-athletics.com/ (click the casting & mobility aids menu). This company
sells plaster cloth in 4”, 6” and 8” widths. Note: Buy only the Plaster Casting Cloth, not the
Fiberglas casting tape.
c. Orthotape.Com – has plaster cloth in case lot orders (12 rolls). May only be contacted through
email (k10medical@yahoo.com) or their web site at: http://www.orthotape.com. This company
has the lowest prices for casting cloth that I have found. It is of good quality and works as good as any
other casting cloth. They only sell 6” width plaster cloth.

Texas Central Program Details

By Jacobi Ford

Texas Central Partners, LLC (Texas Central) is a private company bringing a transformational
project to Texas that advances the economy, respects Texan values, and keeps our state on
track for future growth.
We are a Texas-based private company, employing a market-led approach. Unlike other highspeed rail projects, we are backed by private investors, not public funds.
Texas Central is developing a new high-speed passenger rail system that will connect Dallas/
Fort Worth and Houston using a proven, world-class technology, providing a travel time
of less than 90 minutes.
This model is based on Central Japan Railway Company’s (JRC) “N700-I Bullet” high-speed
rail system based on their “Shinkansen” system that has been refined over more than 50 years
of operation into the most reliable, comfortable and safe high-speed rail system in the world.
Our presentation will go into more detail about this project, the train, and how people can get
involved. www.texascentral.com
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May Minutes
President Bob Barnett called the meeting to order
at 6:56pm.
There were three visitors including our newsletter
editor.

By Richard Louvet

LSR Convention
Robert Ashcraft circulated volunteer sheets for
the upcoming convention. See the latest updates
at www.bayoucitylimited.org.

Bob Barnett gave the membership a prevue of the
flash message being sent out for the upcoming
Houston Limited LSR convention.

Lone Star Region/Division 8
Check the Division 8 website at:
www.texasgulfdivision.org for information on
clinics.

David Currey again asked for questions for our
June clinic on the Texas High Speed Rail project.

Again, congratulations to Chuck Lind for being
elected LSR president.

Clinic
David Currey gave a clinic on the Greatest TrainOffs in History – the Texas and New Orleans
Houston Hub. The PowerPoint presentation
recounted the demise of the 8 passenger routes
into and out of Houston from 1948 through 1958.

Derail:
Bob Sabol stressed again the Derail is only as
good as its contributors. Keep the articles and
series coming.

Refreshments
Ed Dibble and Virginia Freitag handled cookies
and punch for the meeting.
Presentations
Bob Barnett presented Terri Sabol-Brogoitti with
a $150 gift certificate for her work in editing the
Derail.
Chuck Lind (our new LSR president) presented
Pete Leach with two master modeler certificates:
Prototype and Cars.
Treasurer’s Report
The April 28 bank balance was $15,708.47.
Expense for the month was $156 for a gift
certificate. We received our $1000 deposit back
from the Stafford Centre for the Train Show.

New Business
Dick Louvet offered a motion to spend up to
$150 on further automation of the web site. This
would allow new members to submit applications
on line and receive email confirmation. The
motion was seconded and approved.
A motion was made to purchase 20 hard hats and
stickers for the upcoming LSR prototype tours. It
was seconded and approved to spend up to $250.
Denny McGonigle mentioned that Hermann Park
is again looking for engineers for the Zoo
railroad. In addition, he will be taking orders for
club shirts at the June meeting.
Dave Shafer needs volunteers for the layout tours
to serve as bus guides.
The meeting was adjourned at 8:26.
Respectively submitted,

The April minutes were approved as published.
Dick Louvet
Secretary/Treasurer
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San Jac RR Club Meetings take place the
first Tuesday of each month at 7pm

Bayland Community Center
6400 Bissonnet St. Houston, TX
Click here for directions

Visitors are always welcome!

Officers
President: Robert (Bob) Barnett
rbarnett@ljaengineering.com
Vice-President: David N. Currey
texasandlouisiana@msn.com
Secretary/Treasurer: Richard (Dick) Louvet
rlouvet@att.net
Director at Large: Chuck Lind MMR
chucklind46@gmail.com
Past President: Rex Ritz
icrex@yahoo.com

Derail Staff
Conductor: Bob Sabol
bsabol@stillmeadow.com
Engineer: Terri Brogoitti
tbrogoitti@stillmeadow.com

www.sanjacmodeltrains.org
Webmaster: Brian Jansky

Next Meeting
TUESDAY, JUNE 6

“Texas Central Partners and
the Bullet Train”

Brakemen:
David N. Currey
texasandlouisiana@msn.com
Don Formanek
locogeared@gmail.com
Brian Jansky
brianj844@gmail.com
Pete Leach
pleachtx55@gmail.com
Richard Louvet
rlouvet@att.net
Al Partlow
alswitch@aol.com
Kelly Russell
krussl@yahoo.com

by

Jacobi Ford

Refreshments:
Virginia Freitag (drinks)
Chuck Clark (cookies)

Video Corner

Texas State Railroad MAR 7 pulling 15 tank cars!!!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DdHViFH8fd0
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